
Use Bits and Pieces from Our In-Field Talking Points to Make Points
or Answer Questions not Referenced Here.

Contact Journal / Mark One for Each Conversation.

Say to Yourself Before Each Call or Visit, “Someone I will talk with today/tonight wants to sell and I’m going to find out who.”

Talk with Fifty Expired Sellers a Day, Week, or Month (You Decide) to Rise to the Top of the Market and Stay There. Keep Records

)of Your Activity to Stimulate Momentum. Print Tabloid Sized (11" x 17"  Two-sided and Folded on Heavy Stock.
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Start __________ End __________

XL Marketing Guide
First-Contact Talking Points

 or Visit MA Typical Call ay Go Like This.
Prior to Calling, Map the Expired, Withdrawn or Cancelled Listing to Identify its Locale.

A Moment on Google Earth, Maps or Zillow can Earn a Listing.
When Telemarketing, Read Your Dialogue.

Always Read.
Ring/Ring / Knock/Knock.

Seller Answers “Hello.”

Hello, Mr/Mrs. __________, my name is _______________ and my company is Real Estate Professionals World Enterprise Marketing. I sell Top of The Mark Real Estate to 
Rich Overseas Buyers and Locals with Means. It appears that a traditional listing on your property expired about _____ days ago. Are you still interested in selling?

Sidebar / Do not ask, Mr/Mrs. Smith?, and pause to wait for an answer when someone sounding like the Man or Lady of The House answers. There’s nothing more irritating than having to say “Yes” to 
that question. Assume the Man or Lady of The House answered and go straight into your Power Opener. Speak slowly, clearly, and with confidence as you state your reason for calling. They already 
know who they are, and that they have experienced an expired listing.

Seller Answers “Yes” or “No.”  (Proceed without pause whether they answer “Yes” or “No” and see what develops.)

During the last six months in southern California there were more than 12,500 sales and closings of properties priced from $1/Million to $10/Million or more, two-
thousand a month average, and yours just wasn’t one of them.

At twelve-thousand to one, it doesn’t seem like it would be that difficult to put things in your favor, a little slide to the left or right should do it; but as you have found, relative 
to sales and marketing, close is not good enough. Half-measures are “Not” adequate to the job and sliding left or right is not all that easy to do. Many sellers find this out 
the hard way rubber-stamping one franchise-program after another, listing after listing, sometimes one-, or two-, or three-years or longer.

The franchises, (Keller Williams, Sotheby’s, Coldwell Banker), (First Team, Berkshire Hathaway, Engle & Volkers), (Re/Max, ERA, Windermere), Century 21 or any other 
you can name all put forth a one-company facade and a presumption of having programs for reaching out to both local and overseas buyers when, in actuality, they are 
standalone, independent offices owned by local brokers that spend all their time and resources promoting the national franchise to recruit new agents, and on training 
newcomers to promote the national franchise to get new listings. How does that benefit you!

You won’t Find a CIA among Them / A Central Intelligence Agency coordinating the marketing of individually listed properties. The result of this is that listing agents, 
themselves, alone and unaided, are saddled with the burden of marketing listed properties whether they have the knowhow or resources for doing it or not. This is why 
when you list with a franchise company, whatever their image or position in the market, that after only one or two months, sometimes only one or two weeks, little to 
nothing is done to further the aim of selling your property except continued listing on MLS (the Multiple Listing Service) and recommended price reductions.

Most people don’t even know that Sotheby’s, Coldwell Banker, Century 21 and Better Homes and Gardens are actually one company operating under different names.

Continue / Or Seller Asks “What Makes You or Your Company Different?”

The standout qualitative difference – The Game Changers – between my company and a local area-bound agent's is that we are a non-local, unbounded, professional 
marketing company – The Expert from Afar – more like an advertising agency that brands and represents products to buyers the world over than a real estate company, 
though we are both. Once put to work within any locale or neighborhood we become the dominant local agent as though always there and through our programs make 
our clients’ homes – Your Home in this Instance – the main neighborhood attractions by means of a structured marketing plan executed with vigor. We do not beat around 
the bush trying new ideas or rely on MLS alone to sell your house, but provide leadership, programs and tools to effect a – Turnaround – sales experience. That's our spe-
cialty (1) Turning slow-sale real estate, usually an Expired Listing into (2) Fast-sale real estate.

Among – The Game Changers – we’d like to share with you – Along with a New Appraisal in Hand to See how We’d Price Your Home from Our Perspective – are two spe-
cial programs exclusive to our company (1) Radiant-Outreach Network Marketing and (2) Sale-by-Auction Marketing. 

Radiant-Outreach Net/Work Marketing / Is a Self-Made Sales Machine whose Axis (or Center) around which the whole program turns is a Self-Generated MLS 
(Multiple Listing Service) independent of mainstream Realtor-oriented programs; the only of its kind in real estate. Its function is Outreach to Buyers inside Niche Markets 
not accessible by a standalone company or Agent from afar like myself or any other except by or through or in Contractual Affiliation with Brokers and Agents long active 
in those markets and in Already-Established-Unbreakable-Relationships with Buyers therein for (1) Cooperative Marketing to grow Advertising of your property every 
way imaginable followed by (2) Referrals and (3) Direct Sales.

Our Fast-Sale Auction / Is a Self-Made Sales Machine whose function is Attention-Getting Value-Buy Advertising. Utilizing our unique program it's not uncommon for a 
home owner listed with our company to put a home on the market by auction that has been for sale for six months, a year, or even longer and then to sell that house in six-
to-eight weeks irrespective of the price of the home. We give sellers an edge on competition in the marketplace by making their home the first one a buyer will look at if 
they want to buy in their area: the value-buy message inherent to selling by auction demands that.

How long was your home on the market? What are your ideas about why your home didn’t sell?
Did you get any offers at all? Did you have many open houses? Ever heard of the 49-to-1 Rule? (Explain this.) 
Why are you selling? How soon did you want to move?

Thank you for your answers. (Continue without pause and talk quickly!)

Close / I’m not calling, Mr/Mrs. __________, to ask to list your property today/tonight, but for an opportunity to share our program with you when the time to sell comes 
whether soon or sometime future with a new appraisal in hand, of course, to see how we would price your home from our perspective. There’s no obligation whatsoever. 
What might be a good day and time for you?

The Underscore / Does all this seem too much? Maybe it is, maybe it isn’t. Who, after all, will allow you to talk and listen to what you have to say with interest other than 
someone you could do business with, and who will not listen and cut you off, I’d say someone you will not be able to do business with. That’s the nature of telemarketing.
I once heard a very successful real estate telemarketer state at a roundtable seminar that his average rate of success was one out of six-hundred calls, a call being an 
actual conversation with a seller, but he called on the open market, not XLs (eXpired Listings). Not bad, really, at the rate of fifty conversations a day that could equal a 
listing gained every twelve days worked. On the other hand, I have Marketing Partners that call on XLs only and experience a success rate of one-in-fifty.

Seller Says “Tell Me More About Your Program” or asks “What Exactly is Your Program?”

That’s a question I can’t do justice to over the phone. I can share this, though... It’s our intention by means of a very specific twelve-step marketing strategy that 
includes Radiant-Outreach Network Marketing and Selling by Auction to get you more money for your house than anyone believes possible in today’s market and, 
possibly, more money than anyone has ever gotten before for a house like yours in your entire area or neighborhood; and it’s our intention to do it quickly: to list, sell and 
close in ninety-days irrespective of your experience to date.

Seller Asks “Where are You Located?”

My office is in   (the city where you live) , our headquarters in is Newport Beach and we have business centers all over the Southland; but, as I mentioned, we are the expert 
from afar and specialize in Turnaround Sales and Marketing wherever needed: from Coronado to Calabasas, the Coast to the Mountains, and the Desert. We turn Slow-
Sale real estate, usually an expired listing, into Fast-Sale real estate for sellers all over the southland. Our influence extends everywhere.

Seller Says “I'm Just Not Interested” or “Not Now, but Later” or “Stay in Touch.”

Okay. Thank you for speaking with me. Here’s what I’ll do from here out. (Define your follow-up plan and end the conversation.)

Company Policy / I often speak and write of my intention that we work with intelligence and not time and money to get to where we want to go. Along that line, it’s also my intention that we enjoy a 
trouble-free real estate business comprised of listing and selling Top of The Mark Real Estate with people that want to do business with us, maybe, even, long before the arrangement of a first-
appointment presentation meeting (a listing appointment), and not with people that don’t. What trouble, after all, would we experience if we only did business with aunts, uncles, and cousins – Not 
Much – and what difficulty would we experience listing their properties? This is why it is a “Policy” of mine that an Associate or Affiliate of Real Estate Professionals World Enterprise Marketing 
generating leads by phone establish rapport with a prospective seller – At the Subject Property - prior to calling on me to create a new appraisal and pitch our program side-by-side in-house. Your in-
person rapport-building visit (or visits) turn them, metaphorically speaking, into aunts, uncles, and cousins – Family and Friends – that are halfway to signing prior to sitting at the table. If you cannot 
establish such an affinity with a cold-call prospect, it’s my advice that you just move on to the next. If calling on prospective sellers from afar, I mean just too far away to consider – At the Subject 
Property – visits then, if the seller is willing, you can make an appointment for me to go direct without you to pitch our program. You accompany me if you visit first, and not if you don’t, just want to make 
sure you get this. You get the same commission upon sale either way. Going with the flow, doing what seems and feels natural and easy as opposed to fighting and clawing your way to success will 
ensure a long, profitable career. Clawing your way to the top by hard-nosing every opportunity will lead to burnout, an atrophied career objective, and a new job hunt.



Al Lewis / Broker
Real Estate Professionals Allstate Marketing

Real Estate Professionals World Enterprise Marketing
Headquartered in Newport Beach / California

Non-local, Unbounded, Our Influence
Extends Everywhere.
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